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A Teflon®-based coating option is now available for PEM® self-clinching
fasteners for applications where the hardware is installed prior to painting.
During assembly, the threads of the mating hardware will remove the
masking material and paint, allowing a clean joining of parts.

Use of such specially coated fasteners eliminates
the usual need to mask threads manually prior to
application of electrodeposited paints or primers.  As
a result, value-added production benefits and
economies can be realized, since masking materials
(such as tape, plugs, or plastic caps) and time-
consuming masking-related tasks before and after
paint operations become unnecessary.

Due to the Teflon-based coating’s lubricity,
coated fasteners can further prove ideal where galling

may be a concern, such as those applications where a stainless-steel nut
must mate with a stainless screw.

All types of PEM self-clinching threaded fasteners can be treated with
this optional coating, including externally threaded fasteners in all sizes
and internally threaded types in sizes #6-32 and above.  The coating
preserves the integrity of fastener threads and will not adversely affect
fastener plating.
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COATING OPTION FOR PEM® FASTENERS

IDEAL FOR PAINTED ASSEMBLIES

Kenneth A. Swanstrom,
Chairman and CEO
PennEngineering

We have changed our
name to PennEngineering®

Fastening Technologies, a
PennEngineering company.

Our new organization
reinforces our position as the
best source for your
fastening solutions, better
able to deliver the hardware,
equipment, and expertise to
get your application
together.

Change
for the
Better
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DESIGNING 'INSIDE THE BOX'
PEM® Hardware for Enclosures

PEM Cable Tie-Mounts and Hooks

KEYHOLE® Self-Clinching Standoffs

Attachment challenges are often encountered with
enclosures, due to space limitations for components
and access issues.

Among some of our most commonly specified
hardware solutions for enclosure applications:

• SNAP-TOP® Standoffs. Without the use of
screws or other threaded fastening hardware, these are
designed to attach and accurately space PC boards
and subassemblies.  Upon installation, self-clinching
standoffs utilize a spring action to hold PC boards and
subassemblies securely, while allowing for quick
attachment and removal of boards or panels with a
simple snap-on/snap-off action and without the use of
tools.

• KEYHOLE® Standoffs. These can enable a PC
board or panel to be slipped quickly into place and then
removed easily when needed in an enclosure simply by
sliding the board sideways and lifting it off.  No tools for
the on/off operations are required.  They are especially
useful for spacing or hanging replaceable components.

• Cable Tie-Mounts and Hooks. These can
provide secure and reliable attachment points for
mounting wires within enclosures.  They install
permanently without screws and eliminate the use of
adhesives that usually fail over time and temperature
cycling.

Mounts allow users to easily slide ties through the
hardware’s “eye” for fast cable mounting; hooks enable
users to attach, remove, and return tie-bundled wires
to their mounting points.

Compared with traditional mounting methods, this
hardware can be placed with assurance at designed
locations and angles to remain secure for the life of an
assembly; they will not protrude on the opposite side
and will not affect backside appearance or clearance;
and they do not create openings that can result in EMI/
RFI or contamination of electronics by dust or dirt.

• R'ANGLE® Fasteners for Right-Angle
Attachment. These are uniquely designed to provide
strong right-angle attachment points at various locations
within an enclosure.

They most often are specified to hold the sides of a
box in a rigid right-angle attachment, but their unique
external shape promotes other purposes.

As examples, since mating screws can be inserted
from either/both ends of these fasteners, a pair of PC
boards can be mounted (and spaced) on each end;
open-top types can be used to support and contain
one edge of a PC board; and “mini-enclosures” in
corners of a box can be created.
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POWER TEAM
Eldre Bus Bars and PEM® Fasteners

In every custom bus bar application where clinch hardware could prove advantageous, Eldre Corporation
(Rochester, NY) specifies and installs standard PEM® nuts and studs for mechanical mating of components or
terminations.

“For our screw-type connections PEM threaded clinch fasteners are installed permanently in our products
for reliable and low-cost attachment,” confirms Reuven Koter, Director of Marketing and New Business

Development at Eldre.  “Their presence
reduces the number of parts to be handled
during assembly and eliminates a need to
reach behind a backplane, card, or fixture
to attach mating hardware.”

Eldre bus bars provide power
distribution solutions for the computer,
power conversion, telecommunications,
energy management, power supply, military,
medical, transportation, and automotive
industries.  (Two examples are pictured.)

Among hundreds of Eldre bus bar designs
benefiting from PEM self-clinching hardware:

• Digital Switches.  A three-layer
laminated bus bar distributes power within a
central telecommunications office switching
system.  Multiple conductors are soldered

together (one thin and one thick) to carry required high current levels (400A), while contributing to desired
flexibility.  A PEM self-clinching threaded stud mounted into each flexible tab provides the means for simple
attachment to a backplane and minimizes installation time, according to Eldre.

• Internet Routers.  A two-layer epoxy powder-coated bus bar carries DC power (load of 48VDC and
50A) from a power supply onto plated pads on a mid-plane for an internet router.  Each layer is individually
insulated and then assembled into a pair.  Four PEM self-clinching threaded studs are installed directly into the
bus bar to enable easy assembly and a cost-effective approach for installation.  (A mirror-image assembly is
utilized for redundancy.)

• Power Trays.  Mounted inside a
circuit breaker tray, individual bus bars
designed by Eldre are nested in a
machined FR-4 frame to provide output
connections.  Two PEM self-clinching
studs and a self-clinching nut installed
in each bus bar offer an effective
interconnect solution without requiring
costly custom connectors.  The
assembly’s design further promotes
proper safety separation and single-
component installation.  (Loads are
48V and 280A.)

• Backplanes.  In a rack
system for a computer application a
laminated bus bar distributes +5V
and return to a backplane.  Four
PEM self-clinching nuts installed
into the bus bar handle high current
levels (230A).
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PennEngineering® Fastening Technologies, a
PennEngineering company, develops and
manufactures PEM® self-clinching and
broaching fasteners, SI® inserts for plastics, and
Atlas™ SpinTite®, MaxTite® and PlusTite® blind
threaded inserts.

Fastener-installation equipment includes PEMSERTER® automatic and manual precision
presses, In-Die and robotics capabilities, and the StickScrew® System for small-screw insertion.

TECH TIPS
Fastening Solutions for Non-Ductile Metals

We are often called upon to provide a fastening solution suitable for non-ductile metals, such as magnesium,
which due to their brittleness would crumble during the normal installation process.

For such materials we offer three solutions:
• In the case of thin sheets, where it is practical, the sheet may be heated up to approximately 250º F and

the self-clinching process applied.  At such temperatures magnesium loses some of its brittleness and self-
clinching is possible.  (Please consult our Applications Department for more information.)

• We offer a line of "broaching" fasteners, which feature an extended, knurled shank that can be pressed
into round cored or drilled holes in magnesium sections and provide a strong, torque-resistant threaded
member in the section.

In the two cases profiled above, the fastener is installed in the side opposite to the load, so tightening
forces tend to draw the fastener into the sheet or section, which imparts further joint integrity.

• We offer a line of blind threaded fasteners, which during the installation process deform on the back side
of the section, securely clamping the magnesium between the head of the fastener and the deformed section.

In this case, no working of the magnesium section is performed so brittleness is not an issue.

While all presses to install self-
clinching fasteners will provide
necessary squeezing force to
enable the fastener to become an
integral part of an assembly, press
similarities end there.

Some presses are relatively
basic for smaller jobs; others for
high-volume applications are highly
advanced with programmable
electronics and user-friendly
controls.  Robotics can be
integrated and safety features have
become standard.

Among typical considerations in
deciding which type of press to
utilize include overall job volume;
fastener sizes and how many
different types of fasteners will be
installed per application; center-to-
edge distance of the installation
point (which will suggest required

Selecting the Right Press for the Right Job

throat depth); necessary insertion
force for installation; and workpiece
size and configuration.

All our PEMSERTER® precision
fastener-installation presses are
engineered to provide safe, reliable,
and accurate methods for installing
unified or metric self-clinching
fasteners in thin metal sheets.

We also offer In-Die Fastener
Feeding, custom "smart" tooling
capabilities, and  press accessories
(industrial work light, coalescing
filter, anti-fatigue mat, industrial
work seat, and 220V surge
protector).

The PEMSERTER line includes:

Our TRU-MOTION® press
system.  Available with either rotary
or X/Y positioning tables and robotic
integration.

The Series 2000® fully
automatic press.  Features
advanced technology and
innovative software to enhance job
productivity, safety, and installation
quality.  This press is also equipped
with our unique LIGHTSTREAM®

Operator Safety System.
Series 4® manual press.

Delivers an insertion force
adjustable from 400 lbs. to 6 tons/
1.8 kN to 53.4 kN

Series LT/4® press.  Ideal for
installations requiring three tons of
force or less

Series P3 press.  Provides 3
tons/26.7 kN insertion force

MICRO-MATE® hand tool.
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